This paper investigates the performance and design of a two user satellite communication system. Each user is independently encoded using a structured Turbo code with identical symbol interleavers. This permits Turbo decoding to be performed using the combined component code trellises, which provides significant gains over independent decoding. The impact of various phase shifts between users is also considered and shows the robustness of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless data communication systems often employ a star network architecture in which multiple remote terminals communicate with a central hub or base station using a shared channel. Transmission is in frames or packets and a fundamental problem is the efficient sharing of the channel [1], [2] . Typical of such systems are very small aperture terminal (VSAT) satellite systems [3] , [4] .
In this paper we utilize coding to mitigate some of the loss due to multiuser transmission in the same channel (collisions). In many systems two-user collisions are the dominant cause of packet loss [5] and the elimination or reduction of frame loss can lead to significantly increased throughput.
We consider the situation when two users continuously transmit packets or frames simultaneously and independently through the shared additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and are jointly decoded. Their transmissions are assumed synchronized at frame and symbol levels, but are not phase locked. We assume both users have uplink power control, as in [6] . The signals from each user are independently coded using Turbo codes. Here the codes used by each user are assumed known at the hub and decoding is carried out jointly for the two users assuming a combined trellis for the component convolutional codes. The transmitted symbols are structured such that it is possible to use optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding of the combined component codes of both users' Turbo codes.
In [7] rate Turbo codes are used to independently encode user's data transmitted over a multiple-access adder AWGN channel. Multi-user iterative decoding is used. In this work we look at higher code rates, two users and combined trellis iterative decoding. This work was supported by Nuffield grant NAL00833G31.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We consider a two user satellite communication system. The vectors of -ary constellation points transmitted by user A and B are denoted and , respectively, where is the frame length and is the size of the constellation. The set of all possible points is denoted for user A and for user B. We assume both users transmit codes with the same length, and have symbol and frame synchronization. In addition, we assume that we know the codes of both users. The received baseband signal can be written as (1) where is AWGN with variance (2) and and are the average symbol (constellation point) energies for user A and B, respectively. denotes the signal to noise ratio in terms of user A's data bit energy, , and the noise spectral density, . is the rate of user A's error correction code. The phase difference between user A and B's signals is denoted . It is primarily caused by the relative motion between the satellite and user A and B's base stations on Earth. We assume is known at the receiver as we can track the motion of the satellite. The reference phase for the system is that of user A. Unless otherwise stated we assume the phase difference varies linearly over a block of transmitted symbols (from each user), over a small multiple of . We also assume that both users have uplink power control so that the relative power levels received at the satellite may be preset. The transmitted composite constellations for and various values of and are shown in Fig. 1 for QPSK, where the composite transmitted signal is defined as (3)
Encoder
The proposed two user system is shown in Fig. 2 . Each user employs a Turbo code with recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) component codes [8] and identical symbol based interleavers. This allows the interleaved component codes to be decoded using a low complexity combined trellis. The modulated encoded data from both users is sent simultaneously and adds on a symbol by symbol basis, where there are bits per symbol/ constellation point. Both user A and B transmit -ary constellation points, where the bits are Gray mapped to the constellation. Eachary symbol transports either data, parity 1 (parity from the uninterleaved component encoders) or parity 2 (parity from the interleaved component encoders), but not a combination of them. This structure simplifies the symbol-based decoding. We denote the binary data from user A and B as and , respectively, where is the number of information bits per frame. The parity bits from the component encoder of user A and B are denoted and , respectively, where is the number of parity bits from each encoder per frame.
In order to associate the data with the correct user, it is necessary for each user to have a different signature. The simplest solution is to use different component codes. The component codes are encoded/ decoded using the tail biting method [9, 10] in order to avoid trellis termination overheads. Two sections in each component code's trellis are combined as shown in Fig. 3a to allow symbol based decoding. We denote the current state in the component trellis for user A and B as and and the next state as and , respectively. Each pair of states , one from the trellis of each user, determine a state in a combined trellis. Therefore, for each transition in the trellis of user A there are transitions in the combined trellis. The transition labels in the combined trellis are the union of the labels in the trellises of the two users as shown in Fig. 3b . A code matched symbol interleaver of length symbols is used. A symbol interleaver allows symbol probabilities to be exchanged during the iterative process, which gives improved convergence [11] . The design of the symbol interleaver has to take into account Turbo code crossed error events similar to the (information weight ) example shown in Fig. 4 . This error event is made possible by the fact that a symbol interleaver does not separate bits within a symbol. Consequently, two constraints are imposed in the design of the interleaver. Firstly, we use a (symbolwise) -random interleaver [12] . Secondly, low code weight error events (as shown in Fig. 4 ) are determined and removed from the interleaver by symbol swaps in an iterative fashion.
Channel Metric
A soft channel metric is calculated for each possible pair of symbols at time . We assume all possible symbols are equiprobable. Since we assume a memoryless AWGN channel, for each time , we want to find (4) Assuming a Gaussian distribution this becomes 
Decoder
The uninterleaved component codes for both users are jointly decoded using a combined trellis. The same length symbol interleaver is used by both users. This allows the interleaved component codes for both users to be jointly decoded using a combined trellis. Soft information is passed between the combined decoders as shown in Fig. 2 .
A symbol-based MAP decoder is used to obtain symbol-based extrinsic information, which is exchanged during the iterative process. For each iteration, the input to the combined trellis decoder is the extrinsic information and channel symbol probability for: user A data symbol, , user A parity symbol, , user B data symbol, , and user B parity symbol, . The extrinsic information probabilities are provided by the other component decoder during iterations and are initialized to uniform probabilities before the first iteration. For each trellis section , the channel symbol probability is given by (8) where is calculated using (6) and (7), and . The MAP output for combined decoding of the component code is given for each trellis section by (the section index is omitted for clarity): (9) where , are the transition probabilities, in which and denote a noisy received data symbol and parity symbol, respectively. Note are multiplicative constants, and and result from the alpha and beta recursions of the MAP algorithm [13] . In the iterative decoder, is the extrinsic probability from the previous decoder times the channel probability calculated using (8) . The output extrinsic information for both users' data symbols is given by (10) The advantage of using this combined decoder can be illustrated by treating the joint conditional probabilities as independent probabilities. This means we now assume the input to each decoder is independent. Then and . This corresponds to a decoder treating user B as interference. It can be shown that (9) becomes 1 (11) This can be split into two separate decoders with (12) where is a multiplicative constant, and . In (12) the MAP summation is performed over the state space of only one user. The other user is treated as interference and the assumption of independence destroys information available in the received signal. In (9) the MAP summation is performed over the state spaces of both users. In this way, the knowledge available at the decoder about the structure of the encoded stream from user B is used to aid the decoding of user A.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We now present simulation results for the proposed two user satellite communication system 2 giving an overall Turbo code rate of . We now describe the design method used for the memory 3 RSC component codes. The weight of the error events that cannot be removed by the symbol interleaver structure can be maximized by choosing the feedforward polynomial equal to (octal). This is due to the fact that most of these error events are caused by data sets that cancel the feedback, , where gives the position in the input stream of the error event. The parity output of the encoder is ff with maximum weight if all the coefficients of the feedforward polynomial ff are , meaning ff (octal). Note that such error events are not generally allowed by an -random bit interleaver as the first two bits of the error events would be interleaved away from each other in that case.
The effect of various values of on BER and FER performance are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. In both cases we are decoding for user A. We define SNR with respect to user A and we use . These results are for Turbo codes with (for each user). When we have the single user case. As increases user B starts acting as interference and so degrades the performance of user A. The composite decoder can jointly decode the information for user A and B. As a result when the energy of user B, , becomes closer to that of user A, performance starts improving. In this case we get co-operative decoding in the joint trellis decoders, and so information about both user's codes can be used to provide a better estimate of the data sent by each user.
The BER performance when the trellis decoder only uses the code constraints of user A's Turbo code (meaning no information about user B's code is used) is shown in Fig. 7 . Note that the soft input metric has knowledge of and , and so averages the metric value over all possible values of . For we have the single user performance, which is unchanged. For we get a gain of approximately at a BER of when using the combined trellis instead of only using user A's code constraints. As can be seen, when using the combined trellis results in a gain of approximately at a BER of . The loss to user A with increasing , compared to single user performance, is shown in Fig. 8 for separate and combined decoding (at FER ). For separate decoding the loss increases with , 2 Note results cannot be compared with those in [7] as we consider much higher code rates. while for combined decoding the loss has a maximum of dB at around and then decreases. The effect on FER of various phase differences between user A and B is shown in Fig. 9 . When (or a multiple of ) and the QPSK signals sent from user A and B have the same phase orientation and magnitude, and so some values cancel out when added together by the channel as shown in Fig. 1 . This results in only 9 composite constellation points (ignoring AWGN) rather than the 16 unique points we would normally expect. This can be considered as a form of erasure channel. This situation is the subject of ongoing research. But as shown in Fig. 1 even a small value of can result in 16 distinct points and hence in better performance as shown in Fig. 9 . We looked at finding the optimal phase for each value of , but as can be seen in Fig. 9 this provides little advantage over allowing the phase to vary linearly over the block. A time varying known phase is the more realistic situation. A uniformly distributed phase error was found to give similar performance to the linearly varying phase error. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new two user satellite communication system has been described in which each user transmits a structured signal encoded with a Turbo code, which allows iterative joint decoding. Using a combined user A and B trellis decoder to decode each of the component codes makes the decoding of user A and B collaborative. The gain compared to a single user trellis increases with increasing values of . When the two users have equal power, the gain is dB at a BER of . The proposed approach can handle time-varying phase differences with negligible loss in performance compared to an optimized fixed phase offset between users. The complexity of the proposed scheme is low due to the use of symbol based, common interleaver Turbo codes and iterative decoding. 
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